
For safety reasons, it's important that pupils are not left unsupervised on the tennis court

before 8:25 am, when teachers come out to collect them. If pupils arrive earlier than this, they

should be escorted to Breakfast Club in the Sports Hall. This ensures that all students are

under appropriate supervision until the start of the school day. Thank you for your

cooperation in keeping our school environment safe and secure for everyone.

NEWSLETTER
19/04/2024

Welcome back, everyone! As we return from the half-term holiday, it's with

great excitement and anticipation for the adventures that lie ahead in another

term of fun and learning. We hope you've had a rejuvenating break and are

ready to dive back into the vibrant tapestry of school life. From engaging

lessons to extracurricular activities, challenges, and triumphs, we eagerly

await the experiences that will shape our journey together. Let's approach this

term with enthusiasm, curiosity, and a determination to make the most of

every opportunity for growth and discovery. Here's to a fantastic term ahead

filled with laughter, friendship, and countless moments of learning that will

ignite our minds and inspire our hearts! Welcome back, everyone!

MORNING DROP OFF 

For the safety of all our students, we kindly request that parents enter the school premises

through the playground area during drop-off and pick-up times. However, after 3:15 PM, we

ask that you exit only through the side gate.

ENTRY AND EXIT 



We're delighted to share the wonderful outcome of our recent book sale, held just before the

previous holidays! Thanks to the incredible generosity of our school community, we raised an

impressive £107. These funds will be allocated towards fulfilling the children's book wish list,

enriching our library collection with diverse and captivating reads. A huge thank you to all who

participated and supported this initiative. Your contributions ensure that our students have

access to a wide array of enriching literary experiences. Well done to everyone involved, and

may the joy of reading continue to inspire us all throughout the holidays and beyond! 

We will also be having another book sale next week. 

BOOK SALE

Winning class is 4L with 98.15%.
Winning house is Red with 95.13%.

.

RECEPTION
This half-term, we are learning all about minibeasts! We are very excited to have some

caterpillars in our classrooms! We have been watching them very carefully and will soon do some

observational drawings of them. Some of the children named them: Mini, Batman, Elsa and

Snowy. We can't wait to see them turn into butterflies!



YEAR 1
YYear 1 have been enjoying writing prediction sentences for what happens

next in our new story 'The Lion Inside'. We are working hard on our Phonics;

practicing reading our nonsense words and honing our blending skills. In

History were very excited to learn about what seaside holidays were like

over a 100 years ago and were surprised we do some similar activities

today! In our Art lessons we have watched some incredible videos of birds

flying and used different mark making skills to sketch feathers quickly.  

YEAR 2
Year two have started their new topic in History 'are all queens the same'

we really enjoyed the children taking on the role of Queen Elizabeth the

first and second and queen Victoria. We sorted statements and facts about

each queen, watched videos about their lives and wrote questions to ask

Queen Elizabeth II if she was still alive. Then in English we put queen

Elizabeth II in the hot seat and asked her our questions, some of the

answers were very interesting! You could visit a museum to find out more

about the famous and fabulous queens of Great Britain or explore the

horrible histories website with your child.



YEAR 3
This week the children have started learning how to write instructions. They really

enjoyed writing their own about something that they were interested in like, how to

make a chicken burger, how to play the game Mario Carts and how to brush your

teeth. In our curriculum lesson we are continuing to learn about Ancient Egypt, to

delve deeper in the history of it. The children will be using their prior knowledge to

develop their learning an understanding of Ancient Egypt. 

YEAR 4
Year 4 have had a wonderful and busy

start to the new term. We are working

hard at getting straight back into our

routines and feeling successful in our

lessons. In Science we looked at how the

human actions have an impact on living

things and their environments and in

PSHE we looked at the feeling of jealousy

and how it can impact our relationships. In

English, we have pieced together a

newspaper report by looking at the

specific features like headlines and

answering the 5Ws. Keep it up Year 4!!



Year 5 have had a brilliant start to the

summer term. In Maths we have started

Statistics, looking at line graphs and two

way tables. In Art we have been

researching all about Vanessa Gardiner

as we can't wait to look into what

inspired her to create amazing art work.

In PSHE, we have started our unit of

'Relationships' by looking at our personal

qualities and characteristics that makes

us the person we are today. This lesson

allowed us to look at ways we can build

our self esteem. 

YEAR 5

YEAR 6
This week, Year 6 have been introduced to their

new history topic of 'Crime and Punishment'.

They have begun to discover the history of

crime and punishment over the past 2000 years

as well as learn about some of the rather

gruesome nature of the punishments that often

came with the crime. They have also been

continuing to work extremely hard towards

SATs, which are just over 3 weeks away. 


